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With the rapid development of the Internet, IT technology not only changes the
communication way in our life, but also brings the financial transaction to an
unprecedented new age. Nowadays transaction based on the network has
become the main means of financial trades, and gold electronic trading also
becomes the main trade form in gold investment. So far there have been nearly
10 years of history for domestic gold trading, but the domestic gold trading system
has always been original, meeting the transaction demand only, which cannot
adapt to the needs of gold trading in the new era.
Based on the background above, we will focus on the research and analysis of
the gold trading intelligent system by use of artificial intelligence technology. The
dissertation firstly states the background and status of the gold trading intelligent
system, and emphasizes the urgency and importance of system development.
Then it makes the study on related technology model and some key theories to
the gold trading demand, focusing on the analysis of data mining technology.
Combined with relevant specification of the software engineering, it makes a
detailed analysis on the gold analysis system, of business demand, function
demand and interface and so on, and makes further design from the aspects of
system framework, function module, data structure and physical structure. In the
end of this dissertation, the design and analysis of several key function modules
in the system is introduced.
With the gold trading intelligent system, by making full use of data mining
technology, we can do data analysis and refining to the scattered transaction data
in the market, and get useful and effective knowledge to satisfy the demand of
finance and investment for investors, of risk warning monitoring for the exchange,
and of the gold market industrial upgrading.
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